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Members ONLY Chat begins at 11am (CST)
bb- webinar / member chat wish list! Parallex sites - vertical &
horizontal. Great examples here:
http://www.1stwebdesigner.com/inspiration/parallax-websitedesign/?
utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Fee
d%3A+1stwebdesigner+%281stwebdesigner%29
Hello! meant to say hello first. how rude of me!
Phenomenal webinar yesterday! Many thanks!
woopsie - going to take a call. be back soon!
Going out on a limb and guessing that Karen is a coffee drinker.
karen, I'll work on adding that type of training into an upcoming
class
Just in case people were wondering... both sessions for the
Creating a magazine theme in Builder were fully uploaded last
night.
Should be a good members only chat today....
G'Day All from an overcast and below freezing State of Corruption.
Looking forward to another great webinar.
Good morning
Hi @BB. Did you catch the amazing innings of Sehwag 's in the
ODI against the West Indies. Totally amazing !
Mornin folks
@BB. Bested the record of The Little Master
yep
oohhh feel the pwer
morning
Gentlemen, start restart your computers!
Go Nathan, jam for us
nathan in charge
Hi all
Oh, Hail @Nathan the King
I'll be exacting taxes on all attendees
ha!
morning/afternoon to all!
yep
Yes Nathan
yes
sort of
yes - hi everyone
You are3 muffled
say something smart
yes
SOunds like you are in a distance
Sounds pretty good to me...
Funny!
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you'll expose yourself
good morning all. who's that speaking?
a monster will pop out?
grab your guitar and play something
good morning!
Is Nathan doing the members chat today?
@deborah it's Nathan.
Nathan! Nathan! Nathan!
I thought that would be COOL!
Nathan. Oh wow. good to put a voice to a face. :)
Ahh, the designated adult
can we hear the song again?
you could sing us a song!
hahaha
Yeah - let's hear the song live!
we will sing along
Nathan you don't sound like I thought in my mind. You've got a real
accent going -- where are you from?
Hello Everyone!
north carolina?
LOLOL
@Nathan: give us some traffic, weather and sports reports.
Nathan, I'm from PCB, FL
Oh I should have known...Alabama...yup, I've got a friend there! :)
Ben, I attended the November Event. There you guys mentioned
you would email notes of websites, act discussed. Have you had a
chance to send those. I wasn't sure if I missed the email.
from Chicago
Is it pronounced Bumminham?
@suziekane PCB - what stand for??
Panama City Beach.
Though my Alabama friend says I have a Canadian accent. I never
thought I had an accent so found that strange.
I'm in NC
yay Nathan!
my pleasure
Yay... I'm muted now :)
anyone else find we Canadians have an accent??
we've been told, because we
Ben, I attended the November Event. There you guys mentioned
you would email notes of websites, act discussed. Have you had a
chance to send those. I wasn't sure if I missed the email.
yes
@BB - realized a couple of minutes in that my mic was live :)
@Deborah I've been curious about that too, if I have an accent
A members only chat run by members
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thanks for the chat Nathan. :)
Sadly, I only have Pacific Coast beaches now. Rarely make it to
Florida.
we've been told because we're from Minnesota that we talk uppety
No worries...thanks
oops
@Bryan - Cory sent something the other day. Did you get it?
@wayward ya that really floored me when she said oh you've got
an Canadian accent LOL. never knew we (Cdns) have an
accent. :P
Hi from NC
I've been a Mac user for over 25 years and never cleared my Font
Cache
@MikeB where in NC?
@Deborah I, for one, don't say 'aboot' so I figure I am accent-free ;)
the Pugster :)
"love the new forum but where is the option for ""my Posts""
lol @BB
Boy was I surprised when Pugsley wasn't a pug.
thnx
me too
@wayward ha ha ha, never heard that one, is that an east coast
thing?
"Pugsley...""don't it make your brown eyes blue!!""
@Deborah yes! lol
@Jerry: me too
AW! Glad you got him.
@BB he is so sweet - I love beagles
Good Morning
Aww Hi Pugsley
Now he's caged in a snow globe
poor guy
is he in the person bed or a dog bed?
he looks so grateful!!
of course it's your bed!
LOL, same for us.
Good morning all!
aaahhhh - bless you all for taking care of him
Good Morning All
aaaaw poor Pugsley...you are so sweet BB to have taken him
in...but how could you not with that face...
It's only a problem when the Dane crashes us.
Hello All!
@Andi, I LOVE danes!! All huge dogs, really
@JohnM - you've got mail
@way i love 'em all big or small. :)
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Are these undocumented or unadvertised features?
Hello everybody! Loved the Pugsley story.
@Kerry Hi
@Deborah - me too, really. Huge sucker for any animal
That Lucky7 is a neat theme
Hi Becky!
@way we have that in common too. :)
I do
me
Hands
*hand*
yes
yes
I do
yes
Hand Up
yes
yes
yes is that bad?
me
yes
Yep
Hi everyone. Just dropping in briefly to say hello.
hi Nina!
stays away
Hey Nina
No idea
@ Nina! HI
I think that... I have to remake changes.
stays away
Stayed away
really?
I just always BUB before I update WP so I don't worrk :)
worry
"great shelter ad - a dog sticking nose through metal shelter crate.
headline: you don't know how long i've been waiting for you. I'll
never get a ""bought dog agaoin."
Phone call - did BB say don't update automatically?
@karen that would get me too (I always rescue)
@Ru - no
@Ruanna has not said but is saying that when you do, it does
update wp-content too
Okay I'll keep listening - thanks guys!
wayward-give me your email & i'll send it. it made me cry!
define('CORE_UPGRADE_SKIP_NEW_BUNDLED', true);
@karen waywardsister@gmail.com
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It skips the new bundle?
bet it skips the wp-content directory
interesting...
"what IS actually in the ""bundle""?"
I'll be adding that code to my wp zip I replicate for new installs
"@karen, google ""david duchovny pedigree rescue ad"" and you'll
have fun cryin' your eyeballs out."
excellent
would there ever be anything IN the wp-content that you DO want
updated?
Wouldn't you want Akismet updated?
@Kerry - good question
Should we just place this in all new sites
OK
Is Twenty Ten also a bundled theme?
wow, this si good to know
wayward. Just sent it.
Can you put this line of code anywhere in the wp-config file?
@BB is this recommended to do standardly if we are only partly
sure of what you are talking about?
:)
jetpack again is...?
Canadians don't have an accent - they have accents!
http://wordpress.org/extend/plugins/jetpack/
got it. Thanks, BB
nice sound effect
how do you spell that? blehh
Bleah--Pugsley talk
blecccchhhhhhh
:
do you spell that bleh or blehh
ewe I don't want jet pack either... I agree blehh
missed the pugsley story - is it on the recording?
I have one client who has insisted on using 2011 theme, so I
created a child theme to work with it. My child theme settings would
still remain, yes?
:)
Depending on your sinuses
Speaking of beagles get out your tissue and watch this amazing
video: http://www.godvine.com/Beagles-See-Sun-and-Grass-forthe-First-Time-After-a-Life-in-a-Laboratory-861.html
If I accidentally developed my first wp site in TwentyTen I should
use this?
@Nina yes
@Nina - until 2012...
:)
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@Nina and that approach is a great way to use those!
@Overhall you're gonna kill me with that video :)
Janet -I watched that a few days ago- brought tears to my eyes
thanks guys
me too - I would love to get one of the dogs!
@James create a new child of your own using the style sheet from
you existing... then activate
"HA! I found this the other day... I was thinking... ""cooool""
NO WAY. I could have used this last week :/
I want to get rich so I can adopt and protect all the dogs in the world
and their progeny
me too!
@HRH my busband wants to do the same for cats
push the text off with positioning and set a background!
Hi guys. Just got here. What have I missed?
@HRH @OverHall u seen the American OSPCA commercials?
OMG. Best marketing ever I think. I want to adopt all of them &
bring home.
I always wondered what this did but never messed with it...
Wow, that css is in 3D
My neighbor adopts cats and BIG dogs and old horses - it's a zoo
next door!
I love you guys, love this community (and your husbands) who want
to protect animals
@NAthan that is what James and I did on http://
demo2.customwpsites.com
yeah cool
cuuuuuute
nice!
I love thy neighbour too, Janet!
both of our dogs are rescued dogs... I cannot image being without
them - but I also still love that hubby is a hunter, good eats (just not
the dogs, ;) )
I love animals. There are several people I could do without
though... ;)
this is so cool!
@HRH busband drove 2 hours out of town to rescue 2 old cats who
were going to be shot (!!)
@bb in your menus page, what is the videos?
@Kerry oh right, I remember you're the one w/the guns. ;)
@CoachB was waiting for you... after I posted my comment, lol
Yesterday you gave us a URL for ?ingram.com which is very nice
Builder site. He has 3000 Free Icons for download which can be
added to menu and other items.
@Kerry wish I could go hunting... would love to.
@Deborah yup!
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@CoachB amen to that!
@David - www.nathaningram.com
@Tracy I have never been hunting but I love to Fish
Thanks Nathan, is that your site? I love it!
@David - yes, thanks :)
@Kerry - me TOO! Chesapeake Bay every chance I get
That's why I don't have guns in my house. Not because of possible
accidents. Because of potential intentional...
"@Benjamin: any reason you didn't put the icons in the ""images""
folder (or other)?"
@Kerry my redneck cousins (their words, not mine) hunt - they've
promised to take me whenever I can get out to them in the sticks
@Coach :P
@Janet I don't do much anymore since moving to NM... we live in a
high desert basin now
@wayward my hubby is a self proclaimed redneck, lol
lol
follow me, twit!
discovering that text indent opened a whole new world of nav
menus for me :)
@Kerry I didn't know that there are rednecks in NM...we have lots
of them in NC
@HRH LMAO
"If you look around back of your monitor, you'll see the text
""Twitter""
"BTW, on hold on tech support while monitoring this.. .anyone you
want me to say ""Hello"" to in the Philippines or India"
clever
?
Peggy?
That is way cool!
@Becky oh my yes... mostly all the white people, lol... have to be,
there is nothing else out here!
yup
love it!
yep
@CoachB Boris !
it will on the replay... :D
Thanks for giving us this info. Very cool tip for us to be cool to our
clients
This is handier than grabbing the individual menu item's class
hey CoachB -- i'm in the Philippines. LOL
@Nathan totally
Hello Chel!
Nice to be portable between sites too

Kerry !

@Becky the other requirement to living in NM is speaking
Spanglish that is what the local language is (for real)
Supersonics Forever!
OKay, that social icon in nav tip is one of the best things I've
learned here at wd.com. So simple, yet so useful.
Debra!
"BB-Can you add an image that ""breaks out"" of the menu, i.e., is
bigger than the dimensions of the nav bar?"
Trish!
@BB So can you put the css in Style Manager if you wanted to
instead of directly in the file?
John M!
@bb on your menu page, where does the video pick come from
Trish!
in customCSS
HRH!
see that twit, Nav?
Debra!
That is, bigger taller than the nav bar?
Kerry !
@Debra a bigger image will force the menu bar taller
Nathan!
You could make buttons different colors for each button if you
wanted
Nathan!
dunno why you'd want too
Becky !
@ Kerry You would fit in here, easy to speak Spanish everyday
Nathan!
put a blackberry for blackberry...
April!
does Navigation Label have to be filled in or can be blank?
karen!
"what if the image is bigger - can you ""crop"" it so what extends
does not show?"
Kerry !
@BB is this what Koop did in Expansion for the menu in the
sidebar?
Debra!
@Kerry--I thought that would happen.
karen!
Like - masking the image?
Trish!
Also, it seems like you can target things in a number of ways, either
via build-module-navigation or as you did on the twitter via #menunewmenu - is one way better than other? does it matter as long
wayward!
some of the categoization in the codex is not helpful... like tips and
tricks
Debra!
Like adding a search box in the nav bar through functions.php--can
you do this now throught this method?
Nathan!
@karen - I think it would be better to crop out just what you want to
show in an image editor
Kerry !
OHHH post that link please
Nina!!
speaking of Sridhar...there's a chance he'll be in OKC for the
February LIVE Event. Not definite, but thought you'd want to know.
Kerry !
I need that floating thing
Nathan!
@Nina - really??
kathy !
need to change my nav so current page user is on will show the
nav label differently. will this work for that
Nina!!
@Nathan - we're working on it
karen!
Thx, nathan
Kerry !
@Nina February live event?
Barbara Rowen!
I've not been able to get the CSS3 PIE to work for me. Has anyone
been successful?

Nina!!
February event - Feb. 17&18 - will focus on iThemes Builder
Aditi!
@bb how to hover right in the nav with css?
Supersonics Forever!
I guess the diff is that the social icons are moved to the right
rather than being next to the navigation.
wayward!
you can still move them over using margins
Nathan!
drop down social icons
Debra!
@ Nina--when in February? I thought the next one was in March?
Debra!
@Nathan--cool idea!
Nina!!
Feb. 17 & 18
Kerry !
@Debra I thought the next one was January, LOL
Nathan!
that font cache is noisy
Debra!
@Kerry--I mean the first one after Jan.
Debra!
@Nathan--lol
Andi!
yes, I have done this using page IDs....
Kerry !
@Debra an @Nina! where have I been? lol
wayward!
*excited!*
Andi!
cool.
Nathan!
sweet idea
Debra!
This is something I have been wishing I could do soon!
Kerry !
hey where did that custom css box come from?
Trish!
nice, need this!
BenjaminBradley ! http://pastebin.com/at58vLPd
Kerry !
HA!!! I love this!
wayward!
omg, I need this - thank you
Nathan!
Don't paste code from the word doc... bad things can happen
Nathan!
like zombie attacks and such
TomD!
@bb: Does this go into the function.php?
Kerry !
OMG! this is BRILLIANT!
Nathan!
@Kerry - ain't it?
Debra!
@Nathan--I've seen them; they are nasty!
Andi!
where do you place this code?
wayward!
this is THE BEST thing I've seen in ages
wayward!
WP core should absolutely add this as a built in feature
Trish!
ths is super helpful
Kerry !
how do you copy from the paste thing you provided?
Andi!
it would work for widget content, in a widget?
Barbara Rowen!
@wayward...only if the WP guys came up with the idea
themselves...otherwise, never
OverHall!
@Kerry above ad - click copy or download
Kerry !
@Andi ther is another plugin that does what widget Content does
and more - Check out Spots
Nathan!
but it will work on regular CPTs
Nathan!
?
Andi!
OK, thanks for trying. thanks, Kerry.
Debra!
All this code is in the PDF, right? And it is added to the
functions.php file?
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@OverHall copy to clipboard?
@Kerry - got it??
@BB - Does that code populate the Custom CSS field in the page?
@Debra. Yes
And this CSS overrides all the others (because it loads last), right?
@Janet, I think so, lol
@BB - Got it. Thanks!
@eric - I think, unless you have an !important somewhere that
overwrites what you overwrote...
what does the 'normal ' and 'high ' mean in the add meta box area?
@MJ-Thanks. This is so awesome!
would be better on side I think
awesome
interesting. thanks!
if it is normal can you still drag to side?
cool
wow
I always rearrange thos for my workflow
... and this is why we love the member chats
how often does Google add new fonts?
love the webfonts and so glad this is available...
http://googlewebfonts.blogspot.com/
oh wow - I did not know about that!
yes,.... hard copy, you mean?
yes!!! yes it would!!!
I just call every site Grumpy Wizards...
http://code.google.com/p/googlefontdirectory/
hehehe I typically add them to my GIMP and use an image, lol
"@Nathan I still like "" The Lazy fox..."
Always thought it was cool to have a sentence contain every letter
of the alphabet
niiiiice
Be careful - it's tempting to install them all! Get a program called
Typograph - it allows you to view all your fonts not installed and
when it opens a font, you can use it.
I am sorry if I missed it, why would you want to burden your own
computer with all that data?
If you purchase a downloadable webfont (that is not available for
free), and you have it in a file on the server, can you use it by itself
without making a font family or font stack?
Yep!
and have too many fonts...
@BB is fontExplorer XPro for PC also?
Hello everyone. Late, but glad I made it. :)
FONTS ARE LIKE SHOES ARE FOR WOMEN.
ohhhhhh
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lol @karen awesome
I've got over 9,000 fonts currently...whew...
Lobster is the new Comic Sans
So mercurial or TortoiseHG does not download to your computer
@Nathan agreed
Barbara, ve got over 9,000 shoes!
@nathan lol!
But it still takes up disk space
@Stacey...here's the link - http://www.fontexplorerx.com - for Mac &
PC
@Martina, TY
Hey Martina!
YW...looks like I came in right on time. :)
yes thanks Martina
If you purchase a downloadable webfont (that is not available for
free), and you have it in a file on the server, can you use it by itself
without making a font family or font stack?
I'll ask Santa
@Karen, I'm not a big shoe person but I do like fonts.
Hey hey, Nathan. :)
Where to get Explorer X Pro?
But wait for a few months cause HDD prices are through the roof
right now
@BB lol very politically well said
yw Trish...
Have you seen Hard Drive prices lately with the Thailand floods?
Flooding in SE Asia... HDDs are double normal price
Is FontExplorer like $80? One time or annual?
stick it on a USB OR External hard drive
@Nathan yes noticed that, why??
finally... of the phone and online.
I wonder if it can be run from Dropbox.
Hey Valerie!
I did see a trial version too...
it's $80 us or euro
I use Font Expert. Is that similar? Do you know?
BB did you delete FontBonk to add font explorer?
It's $79 US
I use FontExplorer, love it!
But is it annual license?
No kidding!
@James, one time license.
Like a home inspector
If you have a pc and want a cheaper font manager, use Typograph.
http://www.neuber.com/typograph/
K
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Hi Valerie! Long ime no see
*time
@Nathan re HDD, ok, thanks.
Hey @Valerie
How about Font Expert?
Typograph is $35.
@BB what was the webinar where you taught us Mecurial?
Ha
Especially when you've been collecting fonts for 20 years!
Well, hi Valerie. Good to see you again.
NexusFont is free - http://xiles.net/nexusfont/
@Val - indeed! I found a script font I thought was really cool 15
years ago the other day. Delete.
argh, true
need a class just on file management
I am so glad to hear it is not just me!
Downloading the actual font is super helpful for creating Fireworks/
Photoshop mockups
I actually had to replace some type 3 fonts a year or so ago. I was a
font-addict back in the day.
For me it's free vector graphics!
@Nathan LMAO too funny
glad I'm not alone here.
Amen! Make the hard drive slave in the new machine!
What the hey, just add another terabyte HD :)
LOLOLOLOL - oh yes - time to get organized!
I wonder if they will do a reality show about us...WebHorders
exactly
But we install each new font the same way? How does this work
when they're coming from your local machine?
I use a back up drive for all my zip files
Wow, you must be psychic
I collect LOTS of PDF's and resource material
I still have OS9 files.
Glad to see we all have our obsessions!
Second hard drive is nice.
can we have a webinar with a guest technology organizer. :)
or third
@Deb - if only...
stack-o-hard drives
Every now and then I look at stuff on my system and wonder where
it came from or why I wanted it....
My problem is that I love the concept of organization, but I never
get around to the doing of the organization...
@JustinSeeley said he only uses like 3-5 at any time and goes
through phases... I like that approach and I do have my favs
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Okay, it took me a while to find it, but my friend who is a graphic
designer uses amp font viewer and it's a freebie.
http://www.ampsoft.net/utilities/FontViewer.php
How would you grab the code from your manager?
Good golly! I didn't notice Google had so many font families... and I
was just there yesterday.
"BTW, what does ""web friendly"" mean?"
@Nathan I suspect you're not alone in that. ;)
another symptom the desire but inability to organize....
whatthefont.com is a good place to find out what the font is that you
see some where. You just upload an image and it tells you what it is
I have Papyrus... all is right with the world
http://whatthefont.com
Their mine - their mine - their mine!
ROFL @ Nathan...not Papyrus?
@Nathan, my problem stems from that... if it's not going to be
organized right, I leave it be... hard to get around to all that filing,
organizing stuff. Lots of un-put-away stuff!
it's like money in the bank!
My Precious!
....and yet I use Helvetica most of the time....
I used to work at a place that spent the week b/t Christmas & New
Years doing only purging & archiving. No client work; casual dress
with music playing. Brilliant.
I put that on an image earlier this year and my graphic friend had a
field day with me.
@EricKing - great idea. I think I'll do that in my own office this year!
Kelly- hilarious1
Thanks BB
@Eric - great idea
@katie: If you have Arial, it is probably safe for Web. Helvetica is
not on everyone's computer so it is not Web safe.
Buddypress, can't wait!!
@Nina: it meant that nothing was more than one year out of date.
(Amazing!)
Duct Tape Alert
Let's hear it for Javascript...HURRAY!
Thanks Benjamin! Another great session!
I can't wait for that one
@Nathan, collecting my stash now...
I'd asked for that one... EXCELLENT!!!
@Eric, I like that idea too. Been kinda doing that since my surgery.
CSS + javascript, yes?
wow
just style sheets for each device?

Nathan!
MikeB!
suziekane!
Deborah!
Kelly!
Kerry !
Valerie!
Kerry !
suziekane!
Deborah!
Debra!
Nina!!
wayward!
suziekane!
Ruanna!
Stacey !
Nathan!
Martina!
Barbara Rowen!
Becky !
HRH!
Deborah!
Andi!
Martina!
Kerry !
Deborah!
Kerry !
HRH!
Nathan!
Martina!
Ruanna!
wayward!
Nina!!
EricKing!
MikeB!

"@Barb... Let's hear it for javascript...
document.write(""<h1>HURRAY</h1>"");"
Duct tape is like the Force - it has a Light side and a Dark side and
holds the universe together....
@BB the java class is for advanced users?
@Kelly just read your comment, LMAO.
@ Deborah....love my Lof the Rs
@Eric I find myself forced to that often... I have a 3 phase
process... I organize my downloads folder. I file individual files into
folders and then move from folders to long term storage... then pur
The events tab that appears at university.webdesign.com has
listings from September. I found the right page, but what's going on
with that?
purge tose annually
Thanks. I have the willingness, but I'm prioritizing my webinar time .
@Kelly took me a sec to clue in. I can picture you saying that to
your fonts. ha ha
@BB--Today was awesome. Thanks for sharing your brilliance!
@Valerie - that's the old site we stopped using after Sept.
Thanks @BB
Thanks @BB!
thanks as ever
@BB Many thanks
This was a good one
I'm trying to be strong and not get that discount...i think my
membership is good through 2012
Thank you, @BB. Looking forward to next weeks classes. :)
@BB thanks
was the pugsley story recorded BB?
Thanks BB. Cuddles & kisses to Pugsley!
thanks, @BB
@Nina, where do I go to verify my expiration dates?
@HRH no it was not
yes it was
@Martina email sales
ok, I will rewatch and find out
Have a good weekend everybody
Thanks!
HRH: recap - Pugsley was an abused 5-year-old dog that BB & Mrs
BB got from the shelter. They picked him up because he was the
stinkiest.
Bye!
@martina - email sales@webdesign.com
"@Kelly: have you watched ""The Hunt for Gollum"" yet? We plan
on doing so over the next few weeks."
Happy trails to you...

OverHall!
Kelly!
Martina!
Ruanna!
Debra!
HRH!
Barbara Rowen!
Barbara Rowen!
HRH!
Valerie!
Barbara Rowen!
Martina!
Nathan!
Barbara Rowen!
Nina!!
RonaD!
BenjaminBradley !
Valerie!
Nina!!
Mig!
Valerie!
suziekane!
Nina!!
RonaD!
Nina!!
Debra!
Mig!
Nina!!
Nina!!
Mig!
Nina!!

bye all - have a fabo weekend!
@EricKing not yet...msut see
@nina, thanks. Got it. Gonna look for the last message I sent first
as Char already answered. :)
Meaning, they vowed to get the least loved dog and bring it home
to love. The rest is history. Bye y'all!
@Kerry--can I Skype you a question about fonts?
thanks Ruanna! MY 4 yaer old rescue was also a dramatic rescuehad the police involved and told then they took her back over my
dead body!
@Naqthan, what does document.write mean?
forgive me if it's a dumb question
bye all
@nina The link in 'go to webinar' took me to that page.
and forgive me for misspelling your name, @Nathan.
Is anyone attending any of the upcoming live events? I'm trying to
figure out which one to go to. Would love to meet you all in person.
@Barb - I just copied and pasted some js :) Pretty sure it means
put this on the screen that I'm about to type
oh. thx for that.
@Valerie - yikes! What link was it in gotowebinar? I'm not seeing it.
@Nina! - what is the url for the affiliate blog?
http://affiliates.ithemes.com
@nina It's in the window that you choose how you'll be getting
audio. I always just click it rather than typing a URL.
Thanks @Valerie - I'll see about getting that changed in the
settings.
@BB - speaking of affiliates. Which affiliate do I use if someone
wants to join webdesign training program?
Bye, all! Back to work...
@Martina I went to the Nov. one and it was awesome to meet
everyone. I can't go in January, but will try to go to one of the next
ones.
@Mig - there's only one affiliate program - all handled through the
iThemes membership area.
@Nina! - thanks for adding more links for the 12 days giveaway
You're welcome!
Bye everyone...
@Nina - the training is not defined in the affiliate area. Do I use any
of the urls?
@Mig I'm not sure what you mean. There is a specific link for
WebDesign.com in the list of affiliate links.
@Mig - it will look like this: http://ithemes.com/member/go.php?
r=2442&i=l144 (but that's my link, so be sure to use your own.
"@Nina - Is it the one named ""Theme Store""?"
No. It is the one named WebDesign.com

Mig!
Nina!!
Nina!!
suziekane!
Nina!!
Nina!!
suziekane!
Nina!!
Mig!
Nina!!
Mig!
Nina!!
Mig!
Nina!!
Mig!

I don't have one named WebDesign.com
Here's a quick video showing you how to search for it. If you are an
affiliate, then you have all the same links as everyone else. http://
affiliates.ithemes.com/apply/how-to-apply-to-be-an-affiliate-v
oops wrong link. hold on
@Nina I just submitted to be an affiliate.
Here's the video showing you how to find your specific affiliate links:
http://affiliates.ithemes.com/getting-started/how-to-find-youraffiliate-links/
Great @suzie!
have a great weekend!
ciao everyone
@Nina - ok, I'll watch it again. Not sure why that link is not on my
list of affiliates.
I'm sure it's there @Mig since everyone has all the links. They jsut
aren't always easy to find because they aren't alphabetical. :(
@Nina - I did a find for WebDesign and it will not find it.
"Weird. Not sure how to help you there. I did a find and it found it. It
was the second ""webdesign"" link on the page. The first one goes
to the events page."
@Nina - who can I contact to have it added to my page?
@Mig - if you will send me your username and password by private
email (nina@ithemes.com) I will take a look.
@Nina - I will. Thanks for your help. I appreciate it.

